Motorola Solutions’ end-to-end command center software portfolio is designed to meet our customers’ evolving challenges and help them make better informed decisions to save time and lives.

Our customers also use complementary operational applications integrated with our suite to optimize their critical software workflows. It’s with these tools in mind that we offer the Command Center Technology Partner Program, a streamlined and modern way for complementary software providers to access the company’s Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and implement joint solutions.

Command center technology program partners are involved in creating critical software solutions for public safety and enterprise security. Whether that solution is connected via a simple interface or a more complex and marketable workflow, there is an API offering and partnership platform to deliver integrated technologies that help customers be their best in the moments that matter.

**Partner Benefits by Tier**

**INTEGRATOR:**
- Motorola Solutions developer portal access
- Ability to submit support issues
- Product news and updates

**SOLUTION PARTNER:**
- All integrator benefits, plus:
  - Email and phone support
  - Bi-annual roadmap alignment check-ins with Motorola Solutions
  - Joint go-to-market benefits and inclusion in our Solution Partners list

Any applicable API fees are not included in program membership.
**FLEX DATAEXCHANGE**

The tightly integrated Flex dispatch, records management and jail management applications provide access to comprehensive and accurate data to law enforcement professionals.

The Flex DataExchange API helps further streamline these customer workflows by enabling you to:

- Extract data from on-premise Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD), Records Management Systems (RMS) or Jail applications for use in a complementary application
- Publish data from an application to a Flex database
- Use our API resources to customize queries, add image and other file types to an extraction, and explore new data types to include in an interface
- Leverage an optional, cloud-based test environment to optimize development

**PREMIERONE™ MOBILE**

PremierOne Mobile is an advanced mobile communications solution for law, fire and emergency response units featuring dispatch integration, incident and unit management, state and federal database queries, messaging and mapping. The client application runs on Windows, in-vehicle laptops and tablet devices. The PremierOne Mobile SDK enables other essential applications to:

- Consume query response and/or CAD Incident data from the PremierOne Mobile Client
- Subscribe to real-time mobile data access for reporting needs

**VESTA® 9-1-1**

VESTA 9-1-1 helps Public Safety Answering Points (PSAP) take the crucial first step toward integrated, multimedia communications. As public safety communications continue to evolve, VESTA APIs are enabling different 9-1-1 data types to flow to other essential PSAP applications:

- i3 Logging Events: Subscribe your application to both legacy and Next Gen i3 data that is captured by VESTA 9-1-1
- Call Detail Records: Subscribe your application to Call Detail Record data that is captured by VESTA 9-1-1

Haven’t found the data types or API capabilities you’re looking for? Contact us at solutionpartners@motorolasolutions.com or scan here to learn more on our website.